
 
 

 
 

Early Childhood Education 
Teacher Running Record Form 

 
Teacher’s Initials: DV   Observer: BP  Course: EARL 218     Date: 1/30/XX Lab: #4 
Age group: Preschool   Center/Room: Reibman/Rm 128    Context/Setting: Group Time  

Observation Time: Begin 1:15 pm End: 1:20 pm 
 

Purpose: This form will document your ability to observe and assess the teacher’s use of teaching skills and strategies / 
behavior. Record the teacher’s interactions with the children, families, and/or environment for three to five minutes. (Standard 
4)  

Observation 
Record the teacher’s actions and language 

Interpretation 
Identify and describe each Teaching Skill & Strategy 

observed and connect to your course textbook and/or other 
resources 

 
DV  is sitting at the table with four children. The 
table has flour, bowls, salt, measuring cups, and 
a spatula on it. One of the children has a closed 
box of food coloring in his hand. 
 
 
DV smiles, makes soft eye contact and says:  
“Remember when we used links? What did we 
make?” (Waits for responses) 
 
 
Child A: “Necklaces!” 
 
 
DV: “Yes, we made necklaces and all links of 
jewelry. I thought it would be fun to make jewelry 
of our own. We can even have a jewelry store in 
our class. First we need salt. The salt needs to be 
poured to here.” 
 
 
DV holds the measuring cup up high and points 
to a spot on cup. “This is half of the cup. This 
would be the whole cup. But we want half, right 
here.” 
 
 
Teacher uses fingers and hand movements to 
demonstrate. 
 
 
DV: “Who would like to pour the salt in?” 
 

 
 

 
The teacher has planned and prepared 
interesting materials that could be challenging 
and messy for 3- and 4-year-olds. She has set up 
the table to work with just one small group at a 
time. (Plan) 
 
By asking this question, the teacher is helping 
children to make connections between the activity 
she has planned and their prior experiences. 
(Stretch) 
 
She gives the child time to respond. (Support) 
 
She restates the child’s response. (Support) 
She explains the plans for the day. (Direct) 
 
 
 
She gives them specific directions. (Direct) 
 

 



 
 

 
 
What did you learn about the teacher’s use of skills and strategies / disposition?   

 
I learned that the teacher is attentive and attuned to the children.  She redirects, when needed and 
she asks open-ended questions to extend learning concepts. I also like that she plans for smaller 
groups. 
 
 
If you were the teacher in this scenario, which teaching skill/strategy would you use? Why? How? 
 

I would use all of the strategies she used, but I really like how she planned the interacted with the 
children.  The materials were ready and accessible.  I would also work on support by encouraging 
exploration. 

 
 

   Key:     Instructor feedback on your next learning goals:  
__ Specific, accurate, detailed, non-judgmental language                4          3          2          0 
__ Professional literacy/communication                                            4          3          2          0 
__ Observation linked to teaching skills/strategies                            4          3          2          0 
__ Interpretation linked to planning of teaching skills/strategies       4          3          2          0 
 

                 Key: 
 0 = Not    4 = Proficient  3 = Developing; 2 = Emerging; Not Present = 0  

 


